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It is my sincere belief
that non-profit
organizations are
needed more today
than ever before to
address what are
called, social deficits.
Social deficits don’t
appear on any of
Montage’s financial
statements. Unlike
government bodies or
private sector organizations, charities are not
allowed to show red ink
on their accounting
documents. Instead,
social deficits emerge
as the need for
supports grow in a
community, such as,
coping with the homeless, refugees coming
to Canada for a better
life, people with
developmental disabilities looking for a place
to call home.
Just some of the social
issues that agencies
like Montage are relied
upon to provide a hand.
Perhaps we need to
look at this from the
point of view of
modernizing
relationships between
government and the
private and non-profit
sectors? Let’s not
make this an argument
for and against
providing more money
to charities; rather, let’s
look at this as
strengthening an
important part of the
Canadian social fabric
that serves Canadians
when help is needed,
and how to work
together toward the

common goal of service
to others.
According to the Chief
Economist at Imagine
Canada, (a national
non-profit organization
that works alongside
other charities to
promote excellence in
the sector), charities
and non-profits are an
integral component of
our economy.
The non-profit sector is
comprised of more than
170,000 organizations
that operate in social
services, education,
healthcare, and the
arts, representing 8.1%
of Canada’s Gross
Domestic Product and
10.5% labour force.
With an economy
growing by more than
3% per year, governments and Canadians
have consistently been
able to contribute financial support at present
levels.
Our charities have
become more than
places where people
are helped; they are
practical aspects that
simply make good
financial sense.
Most prominently,
charities assist with
fulfilling social and
cultural mandates;
create employment,
and add to economic
stability and growth.
We need to sustain this
concerted effort
because it is in our best
interest to do so.
There’s no doubt our
world is rapidly
changing at every turn.

Further demands will
be placed on the
non-profit sector in the
coming years. Again,
according to Imagine
Canada, this growth will
be driven by: an aging
population; increased
diversity brought on by
immigration, refugee
safety; inclusiveness,
and equity. Counter
balancing this are
projections for
economic downturns
due to slowing
productivity; a shrinking
labour force; and lower
returns on produced
goods and services. It’s
logical to anticipate as
revenues slow, so will
charitable donations
although the demand
for services will remain
the same, and more
than likely rise.
Canada is recognized
as being a foremost
place to live, work, and
raise a family. A
significant contributor to
this success has been
the safety net of having
services in place for
when/if people need
them. Excellent
healthcare, culture,
social inclusivity,
diversity have been
hard-earned by the
talent found in our
non-profit sector. We
must keep it that way
and look for prospects
to improve what we
have already built. A
pulsating and
irrepressible non-profit
sector means a better
quality of life for all of
us.
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When SUNRISE SENIOR Living interviewed, then
hired Johnathan, they were aware that their
‘choice’ would challenge them in new and
unfamiliar ways. They also understood that they
were offering someone an opportunity that would
provide the foundation for a solid career path.
What they did not expect, was how Johnathan
would change the team’s ‘perception’ of inclusion
at work, in ways that brought out a renewed
appreciation for one another’s differences and
how we can all contribute to a cohesive and
productive team. From Johnathan’s perspective;
when he accepted the dishwasher job, he had no
idea that he would also be expected to do 3
orientation days and 12 modules of online training
about team dynamics, working with seniors, and
customer service. He was quite proud of himself,
and this set the tone to ensure that he would be
accepted on even ground. He was also relieved to
know that staff and management would provide
instructions for him to learn and to do his job.
Mark, the dining room Manager and Alex, the
in-house Chef, agreed that introducing Johnathan
to the kitchen team might be met with resistance
in an already high stress and time driven work
space. They also observed, that through the
learning curve, the team began to respond
differently. They demonstrated more patience and
compassion and all played a role in helping
Johnathan succeed. Alex added “Since Johnathan
came, he doesn’t talk to himself so much – he
smiles and talks to the people he works with”. It’s
been a year since coming on board to what
management refers to as a WIN WIN opportunity.
Johnathan is still coping with the transit portion of
being independent, but as he says “They may be
small steps, but they are all forward.”
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Gérard Tardif Memorial Award Established in August 2011
Gerard Tardiff worked at Frontier College with the technical team and Frontier College
students to find ways to make technology seem easy. Gerard had a special way of making
his way into everyone’s heart, whether it was with family, friends or students, or people in
the business world – he always gave his personal best, regardless of the situation.
As an excellent technician who grew his business from word of mouth; he solved
technological problems with infinite patience—always making those around feel special.
The award selection committee is comprised of two Frontier College staff, one volunteer
tutor and members of the Tardif family.
The official recognition takes with a potluck dinner; $100 Cash, and their name inscribed on
a commemorative plaque which hangs on at Frontier College.

On Monday, June
11th, Independent
Studies participant,
Chris Tavares
received the annual
Gerard Tardif
Memorial award for
his dedication to
literacy skill development and community
involvement.

Established in 2011, The Gérard Tardif Memorial
Award is presented to a stand out student enrolled in
the Independent Studies program who has
demonstrated a dedicated effort to improving their
skills in reading and writing, independent living,
self-confidence and community involvement.
Special thanks goes out to the Tardif family for this
award and their commitment to the Independent
Studies program!

This year’s recipient, Chris Tavares!
For the past 3 years, Chris has worked consistently
to develop his reading and phonics skills. Always
bringing his joyful and light hearted personality to the
lessons, often joking that “all this learning would
explode in his brain"! The staff and tutors will
certainly miss his wit and dedication, but will look
forward to hearing of his transition to other activities.
In his time as an Independent Studies participant,
Chris kept himself active in volunteering in a
variety of community initiatives that included work
with Doors Open Toronto, Woofstock, Luminato,
outdoor art exhibitions at Nathan Phillips Square
and Access Toronto, just to name a few.

Chris is pictured here with the Tardif family.
Chris with Cory and
Angela, his tutor Mike,
Julienne Tardif and the
President of Frontier
College C. Stephen Faul.

Chris and former tutors,
Norman and Ruth Ellen.
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By Lynn Lublinski
This is the Special Olympic oath
athletes say at all Opening
Ceremonies. At this summer’s
National Games, my son Daniel
taught us and himself, the
meaning of those words.
Daniel was chosen last fall to
compete for the first time on the
Ontario swim team at the National
Games in Antigonish, Nova Scotia,
qualifying for 6 swim events. While
he practiced with the North York
Eels all winter, his training kicked
into high gear in May, when he
swam 2 X/week at local pools, in
addition to training 2 hours on
Sundays in July & August in
Aurora with other Ontario swimmers. We were so impressed with
the commitment he made to do his
best.
After months of preparation and
anxiety, the July 30th departure
date arrived. That’s when the
REAL challenges began! The
weather in Antigonish was
exceptionally warm, with highs in
low 30’s and lows in the 20’s.
Many of the Ontario team were
housed in a dorm with no AC. The
rooms and windows were small
and the temperature at night,
stifling hot. The swim venues,
waiting areas and cafeterias had
no AC and there was nowhere for
athletes to cool down,

(except in the pool!). This
environment resulted in 3
sleepless nights for Daniel before
the competition even began.
On his 1st day of races, Daniel
was sleep deprived and anxious.
There was no question the level of
competition was higher than at the
Provincial level and the pressure
greater. He had one race that day,
his 50m Free and he did not
medal. It was a strong race for
him, but we could see his nerves
affecting him. On the 2nd day of
races,
Daniel was disqualified in the
25m Butterfly, one of his strongest
races, because of a false start,
something he had never done
before. He fell behind in the next
race, the 25m Backstroke. The
heat, frustration and bad swims
were shaking his confidence and
affecting his performance. It was
hard to imagine how he could pull
himself out of this situation.
But on the 3rd and last day of
competition, without consciously
knowing it, Daniel embodied the
athlete’s oath. He wasn’t sure
he’d win any medals, but he was
going to be brave and give it his
best effort. In front of his peers
and 150 + spectators, he found
the courage to do the best he
could in 3 consecutive races.

The result was 1st Gold in the 25m
Free, then Silver in the 50m
Butterfly & finally, Bronze in the
25m Breaststroke. SUCCESS and
a lesson learned about his ability
to stare down frustration,
exhaustion and fear to get the
results he wanted. A lesson, we
hope, that will be remembered and
called on when needed!
Thank you to the AMAZING
Ontario coaches; there would be
no programs without you (&
especially to Daniel’s coaches,
Duane Carson, Lloyd Brown &
Evan Krofchick.).
CONGRATULATIONS to the
Ontario Swim team, who brought
home 141 medals! As the games’
slogan said, you were “ON your
Game”!!!!

Photographs courtesy of Lynn Lublinski
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I was first diagnosed with a “Mild

the same time as my other family

I learn differently from other

Intellectual Disability” when I was

members.

people, but I do learn. I may not

in the first grade, due to A.D.D

In November of 2016, I received a be as quick to understand as other

Attention Deficit Disorder.

Volunteer Award for assisting in

people in a job, but I do under-

Throughout my school life I had an the Sledge Hockey program for

stand and I am quite able to get it

Educational Assistant helping me

kids with a physical disability, and

done. My strength is my character.

with my work. I successfully

the award presented to me by the

I am polite, and I always try to see

obtained a Secondary Certificate,

Deputy Mayor of Toronto.

the best side of people, which

and then completed a Vocational

Turning 25, I wanted to find

helps me get along well with

Co-Op Program at George Brown

meaningful employment just like

others.

College, King campus that assist-

any other young adult my age. I

Over the course of my journey,

ed me becoming more comforta-

knew that my level of reading and

employment has been difficult to

ble/independent with using the To- writing were against me for em-

find. Very few employers are

ronto Transit System on my own.

ployment. So, I was determined to willing to give someone like me a

When I completed what I could in

improve in that area. My mom

chance, and adding us to their

terms of education, I volunteered

hired a private tutor, two days a

payroll. Far too many consider us

to do 2700 hours at Toronto

week who started my reading at a

to be a liability not an asset and

Parks, Forestry and Recreation for grade one level; after a year, I am

this saddens me. As someone

two community centres. This was

who feels capable of contributing, I

now at a grade 6/7 level.

a great opportunity for me to learn, She is also working on my spelling want to be given the chance and
and work on my social and com-

and writing skills, and all of this

feel as valued as all other fellow

munication skills. It also taught me has helped me to gain more confi- Torontonians.
responsibility, offering me experi-

dence as well as the ability to read

ence in being more independent,

and write.

like, leaving and returning home
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for looking to take care of our most allow him the opportunity to gain
vulnerable members of our

experience in an environment he

society. I however went a step

enjoyed and to enable him to be

further pleading to her team to first better qualified for an upcoming
try to break boundaries in her

interview should it present itself.

government sectors and to hire

Doors do open when we never

within as well as going after

give up, and when we believe in

private businesses and

our most vulnerable adults.

organizations.

Vincent was offered a four-month

In October of last year, Vincent

paid contract with two shifts of 3.5

applied for an entry level position

hours per week. He has success-

As a parent of a child who is

at the Toronto Public Library. His

fully completed two weeks and is

identified as special needs, I am

passion for reading would make

enjoying this job. I am not sure

his voice, and as a parent I will

this a perfect environment for him

what will happen after the contract

never give up hope. I constantly

to further learn this skill. He was

ends, but I will keep on hoping for

send out email’s to agencies and

not given an opportunity as on the the best for my son Vincent.

Ministries, and it has opened

resume he identified himself as

As a mother who believes that

doors for my son, Vincent.

“special needs”.

change is possible. I encourage

In July of 2015, I came across an

So, it looked like honesty does not every parent to be diligent in

article from Hon. Tracey

reap rewards. However,

supporting their children; believe in

MacCharles entitled “Access

persistence does work. We kept

their abilities, and never under

Talent: Ontario’s Employment

on applying to other branches, and estimate them – instead aim

Strategy for People with

he eventually got an interview.

Disabilities”. She calls upon

However, with over 20 candidates

businesses to take action. To

for the same position, he did not

quote her “We are calling

get hired. Regardless, it was a

employers to join us and take

great learning experience for

action: if every business in

Vincent and something good did

Ontario with 20 or more

come of it. One of the interviewers

employees hires at least one

made a point of commenting on

more person with a disability,

Vincent’s pleasant personality and

about 56,000 people with

politeness throughout the

disabilities looking for work will

interview. This was a positive

gain employment and have the

turning point for us; being

opportunity to help further build

acknowledged as a person not a

and enrich our businesses and

stigma. Holding on to this, I

economy”. I emailed Hon.

emailed the Library asking for

MacCharles and applauded her

volunteer hours for Vincent, to

Against the Odds
A Mother’s Voice of Hope
and Courage

higher and stay strong.

~ Sandra
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Meet the new kid on the block !
Montage welcomes Rosanna to the team!
Complete/Tear & Return donation form, or contact us at: info@montagesupport.ca to process your donation over the phone.

Montage Support Services gratefully acknowledges your one (1) time contribution in the amount of $
towards our support services.
I would like to donate monthly in the amount of $
for □6 □12 □24, or, write number of
months of your choice
(months), for a total amount of $
towards Montage Support Services.
Donor Name:
Address:
City:

Postal Code:

Telephone:

Name of cardholder:
Credit Card No.

Expiry

(mm-yy) CSC No.

Signature:
Your support adds up! Thank you for considering our work worthy ! Www.montagesuppot.ca Believe it, Together We Are Better!
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